<1.1) [H o u](x) = -P*u(x) + V(x)u(x)
over all x e R n , ^-dimensional Euclidean space, for each u e &r 0 . Here F 2 is the Laplacian and we take & 0 as the set of all complex valued functions u over R n which everywhere possess continuous partials of all orders ^ 2 and which together with these partials are in absolute value g ζ)(|x|)exp (-2~1|jc| 2 ) over R n for some polynomial Q depending on u. Here V is a fixed, real valued, measurable function over R n subject to additional assumptions below which will assure that H o takes £^0 into X ~ L 2 (R n ) as a symmetric operator in the Hubert space X.
Assuming that Ve L 2 (R n ) for n = 3, Cook [2] has shown that the unique existent (see Theorem I following) self-adjoint extension H of H Q has the unitary operator /2~p there will do so under Cook's assumptions. In Theorem III we also generalize to dimension n ^ 3. Cook's results are used by Ikebe [4] in showing S-W* W-, the "S-matrix", to be unitary with Y + = Y_ and in showing the expected connection of the positive part of the spectrum of H with scattering theory under considerably more stringent conditions upon V. Our n -3 existence result II for W ± also includes that of Jauch & Zinnes ([5] , p. 566), who assume V{x) = C\x\~β with 1 < β < 3/2, and that of Hack [3] , who replaces +||F|| γ < +oo for some τe [2, 3) (u, R n ) and +||w|| r =/ r (w, Z) 6 + ) and _||u|| r = / r (w, Dϊ) for specified real 6 > 0.
Likewise f^u^D) -(esssup |^(Jc)|) for measurable u over D defines ||w|U and ±||w||oo similarly. If r is suppressed, this denotes 7 = 2, so that \\u\\ and ± ||%|| are the L 2 (R n ) and L 2 (Djr) Hubert space norms.
We also define onl= L 2 (R n ) the unitary Fourier-Plancherel transform operators U and U, having U = Z7* -J7~~\ by (2.1) [fi
for all weX, the limits being X norm limits. Here (x y) = J2 is the R n inner product. We also will need to consider the set G of all functions u of the form
for some ze R n and real α > 0 depending upon w. With this notation our theorems are as follows.
THEOREM I. Let real 6 > 0 and let η and Ί be extended real satisfying 2^η, nj2 < 7), 7] S +°° o^nd 2^7, n/2 < 7, 7 ^ +™ for integer n^l, the dimension of R n . Let real valued, measurable V over R n satisfy both
as a symmetric operator,, and H o possesses a unique self-adjoint extension operator H in X.
The special case of / where 7 = + °o is our previous Theorem (T.I) of [1] , except for the enlargement of the initial domain there to ^0 here; the modification needed to take care of general 7 is very slight. As there define [Aw](p) = \y\ 2 w(y) over £/e R n , the domain £2f A of A being all we X for which \y\ 2 w{y) is also finitely square integrable. Then A is easily seen self ad joint in X, and hence so is H = UA U with domain eg -U& A ; moreover, H o s H is now a consequence of standard Fourier transform theorems (or a simple use of Green's formula). With sr = Aj and defining [Fu] Since 2 ^ 7 < n in the last part of the lemma, this only applies when dimension n ^ 3. From the crucial (2.10) and (2.11) (Corollary 2 and 1 of Cook's Lemma 2), the other arguments of Cook's paper [2] apply without other change and yeild all the conculsions of our following Theorems II and III, except for the unstated by Cook This is our new version of Cook's theorem, the special case here 7 = 2 being exactly Cook's statement. Since in most applications the potential V will be bounded at oo, and since
properly for 7 > 2 is easily seen, our version is essentially sharper than Cook's. As pointed out in the introduction it "almost" includes the Coulomb potential, which Cook's does not. THEOREM III. Let integer n ^ 4 and for some real 6 > 0 let real valued, measurable V satisfy both (i) and (ii) of Theorem I with some real rj and 7 satisfying nβ < η and nβ < 7 < n. Then the Theorem II conclusions follow.
As above, the assumptions in III are least restrictive with η as small as possible; and, for VeL^Όf) also holding, are then least restrictive with 7 as large as possible.
3* Proof of lemmas. We start by proving Lemma 2.4, considering first the case 1 ^ n ^ 3. For given a! > 0, we see by taking ω > 0 sufficiently small in equation (7) (2.5) , with α -Mα' freely chosen > 0 by choice of a!, and VueX as desired if 7 > 2. If 7 = 2, then _||F|| 2 < +cχ> above with (ii) of I yields || F|| 2 < + ^ hence (3.1) yields (3.4) with the-script dropped, proving (2.5) and Vu e X. Thus Lemma 2.4 has been shown if 1 ^ n ^ 3. Now consider the remaining case n ^ 4 of Lemma 2.4. Here 2 g n/2 <s^ + co fors^^ and s = 7, and hence real τ ^ 2 and μ ^ 2 are defined by the requirements 2/7 + 2/τ = 1 and 2jr] + 2/// = 1 respectively. Moreover, using (n + i o)2~1 = 7 or rj respectively, we see in [1] at the top of p. 956 that r' = 47(27 -4)" 1 -2(1 -2/7)" 1 = τ or r' = 4^(2^ -4)" 1 = 2(1 -2/r?)" 1 = /i respectively, and equation (8) (3.10)
with K n = \ e~^ι 2 dμ n (f) positive and finite.
JRn
Finally to prove last statement of Lemma 2.6 with conclusions (2.10) and (2.11), we here are given V to satisfy (i) and (ii) of / with 2 ^ 7 < n and 2 ^ η. Thus _||V|| 2 ^ -\\V\\ η [μ n (D^)] ll2 -llΎ) < +oo, as noted just before III, and by (2.9) for our ueG Since n > 2 here, the right side of (3.11) is in L x {-oo, oo) over ί. If 7 = 2, then +||F|| 2 < + oo and (3.11) with the -script replaced by + shows + ||Fβ ιί^| | e L x (-oo, oo) over t. If 7 > 2, then the requirement 2/7 + 2/r = 1 defines real r ^ 2, and the Schwarz-Holder inequality for this r yields from (2.8) and (ii) of I for our ueG which is in ^(-00,00) by 7 < n. Hence (3.11) and (3.12) and ||w|| ^ +||w|| + =||^|| prove (2.10) and (2.11) , and the proof of Lemma. 2.6 is complete.
